
Modern Algebra I:  Group Theory 
List of Theorems and Proofs 

 
Groups: 

Theorem # 1:  An equilateral triangle has exactly 6 symmetries. 

Theorem # 2:  The combination (composition) of any two symmetries is another symmetry. 

Theorem # 3 (The Sudoku Property):  In a (group) operation table, every element appears exactly once in each 

row and column. 

Theorem # 4 (The Cancellation Law):  Let       be symmetries (or, as we found out later, elements of a general 

group).  Then       implies    . 

Theorem # 5 (Uniqueness of the Identity):  The identity element in a group is unique. 

Theorem # 6 (Uniqueness of Inverses):  Each element has exactly one inverse. 

Theorem # 7:  A group G is abelian if and only if           . 

Theorem # 8:                                                      . 

Subgroups: 

Theorem # 9:         is a subgroup of (     for every    .   

Theorem # 10 (The Subgroup Test):  A nonempty subset H of a group G is a subgroup if and only if H is closed 

under the operation of G and each element of H has its inverse in H.   

Theorem # 11:  Let H be a subgroup of G.  Then the identity of H is the identity of G. 

Theorem # 12:  Let H be a subgroup of G and    .  Then the inverse of h in H is the inverse of h in G. 

Theorem # 13 (The Finite Subgroup Test):  A nonempty finite subset H of a group G is a subgroup if and only if H 

is closed under the operation of G.   

Isomorphisms: 

Theorem # 14:  (G, ) and (H,*) are isomorphic groups. Then if G is abelian then H is abelian. 

Theorem # 15:  Suppose (G, ) and (H,*) are groups and φ: G→H is an isomorphism. Then         .  

Theorem # 16:  Suppose (G, )  and (H,*) are groups and φ: G→H is an isomorphism. Let a ∈ G, then φ(a)-1 = φ(a-1).  

Theorem # 17:  Suppose (G, ) and (H,*) are groups and φ: G→H is an isomorphism. Let a∈ G and n∈ N, then φ(a)n = 
φ(an). 

Theorem # 18:  Suppose (G, )  and (H,*) are groups and φ: G→H is an isomorphism. Let a ∈ G. Then, |φ(a)| = |a|. 

Theorem # 19:   Suppose (G, )  and (H,*) are groups and φ: G→H is an isomorphism.  If G is cyclic, then H is cyclic.   

Theorem # 20:   If  : G→H is an isomorphism then         is an isomorphism.   

Theorem # 21:  If       and       are isomorphisms, then         is an isomorphism. 



Quotient Groups and Homomorphisms: 

Theorem #22 (Equality of Cosets):  Let G be a group, H a subgroup of G, and      .  Then: 

(1)       if and only if     , 

(2)       if and only if       . 

Theorem #23:  Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G.  Then the left cosets of H in G are all of equal size and 

partition G:  

     

   

 

That is: 

(1) Every element is contained in a coset:  for any     there exists a     such that     . 

(2) Distinct (nonequal) cosets are disjoint:  if       then        . 

(3) The number of elements in each coset is the same:            for any        

Theorem #24:  Let G be  a group and H a nonempty subset of G.  Then     is a group if and only if H is a normal 

subgroup of G. 

Theorem #25  (Normal Subgroup Test):  Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G.  Then H is normal if and only if 

        for any    .   

Theorem #26:  Let G and H be groups and       a homomorphism.  Then: 

(1)      is a subgroup of G, 

(2)      is normal in G, 

(3)      is a subgroup of G. 


